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Manufacturing

The sector which usually drives (initial) 
economic development
The sector with stronger trade unions, 
industrial relations and collective bargaining
One of the sectors mostly involved in 
international trade and competition



Very different situations

China, India, and Brazil driving force of 
economic growth
EU, Japan and US: employment reduction, 
reorganisation, but crucial for exports and 
GDP (to varying degrees)
Links through the integration of markets
The globalization of labour: trade, foreign 

direct investments, migration
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International trade growth
Source: Wto (2007), International trade indicators 2007
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Migration and trade

Source: Imf (2007), World economic outlook, n. 1, cap. 5, The Globalization of 
Labor
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Multinational companies
Source: Unctad (2007), World investment report 2007



Global labour
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Source: Imf (2007), World economic outlook, n. 1, cap. 5, The Globalization of 
Labor



But skilled export is growing



… even in services



Wages are catching up in Asia 
(% of US manufacturing wages constant PPP $)



… not so in Latin America



In advanced economies skills 
matter for income share



… compensation



… employment growth
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Final remarks

It seems to be crucial:
Investment in skill developments
Investment in research and development (for the 
complementarity with higher skills)
Redistributive and wage policies for low 
earnings/incomes

How the present situation is affecting the 
three elements: trade, FDI and migration?
From export (global)-led to domestic-led?



Post scriptum: 
Wage formation and industrial relations

So far mostly market developments and 
pressures
Very different wage formation processes

Countries
Skilled and unskilled: individualisation and variable 
elements

Representation of skilled and unskilled workers
Unskilled jobs are not going to disappear, 
especially in services…
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